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outdoor/rooftop sensor options
the world’s most accurate parking sensors

solar
intellisense

hybrid

extremely high accuracy

ideal for on street, high turnover parking areas

environmentally friendly - contains no battery

extremely high accuracy

ideal for high occupancy parking areas

solar powered rechargable battery

next generation of detection

mounts flush with road surface

prolonged product life

ideal for off street and longer duration parking areas

ideal for harsh environments

ideal for on street, city wide parking



surface mount:
recessed:

 128mm

surface mount: 20mm
recessed: 5mm

95mm

Surface Recessed

Requires 100mm x 30mm depth hole to 
accommodate main body of the sensor

Requires 3 masonry screwbolts

hybrid sensor
ideal for off street and longer duration parking areas

Proven - operating reliably for over 5 

years on-street

Unparalleled levels of accuracy - 

multiple detection methods

Small and discreet - designed to 

blend into street environment

Surface mount or recessed - 

installed in minutes

Rugged design - built to last

Can be integrated with third party 

hardware

30 day runtime with no solar

ideal for on-street, surface lots & rooftops

with high occupancy parking areas

 

 

 

 

 

 

diameter

height (Installed)

weight 200g

enclosure high impact UV stabilized PC

mounting base

wireless communications 433MHz, 866Mhz, 868Mhz, 915MHz (depending on region)

circuitry lead-free circuit board with RoHS-standard components

operating temperature -20˚C to 80˚C

software updates sent wirelessly as required

mounting option surface or recessed

    

tech specs advantages

mounting
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recessed
 

surface mount



solar sensor
ideal for on street, city wide parking

Proven - operating reliably for  

over 5 years on-street

Unparalleled levels of accuracy - 

multiple detection methods

Small and discreet - designed to 

blend into street environment

Surface mount or recessed

Installed in minutes

Rugged design - built to last

Can be integrated with third party 

hardware

Ideal for on-street, surface lots and 

rooftops with high turnover parking

 

 

 

 

 

Surface Recessed

Requires 100mm x 30mm depth hole to Requires 3 masonry screwbolts
accommodate main body of the sensor

advantages

mounting

weight 200g

enclosure high impact UV stabilized PC

mounting base

wireless communications 433MHz, 866Mhz, 868Mhz, 915MHz (depending on region)

circuitry lead-free circuit board with RoHS-standard components

operating temperature -20˚C to 80˚C

software updates sent wirelessly as required

tech specs

surface mount:
recessed:

 128mm

surface mount: 20mm
recessed: 5mm

95mm
diameter

height (Installed)
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recessed
 

surface mount



intellisense sensor

Requires 55mm x 80mm depth hole to 

Recessed sensor installed on street

accommodate main body of the sensor.

mounts flush with road surface

3 axis magnetometer combined 

with RSSI object detection

prolonged product life

improved resistance to vandalism 

& damage

minimal maintenance required 

diameter

height (installed)

weight

enclosure

detection

wireless communications

expected battery life

circuitry

operating temperature

software updates

certification

55mm

0mm

300 g

high impact, UV resistant polymer

3 axis magnetometer combined with RSSI object detection

433MHz, 866Mhz, 868Mhz, 915MHz (depending on region)

3 - 7 years*

lead-free circuit board with RoHS-standard components

-30�C to 80�C

sent wirelessly as required

    

mounting

tech specs advantages

ideal for harsh environments, fully flush mount

Recessed
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flush mount

*depending on configuration and distance from gateway and dependent on communication settings


